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(Comnnmicated by Prof. J. POPKEN at the meeting of January 25, 1964) 
THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION SYSTEM 
In this part we give a short survey of the literature on polynomial 
systems of type I and II in connection with the exponential function 
system 
( co "' co "' co "') . . 1 2 . . C 1 , C ', ••. , C m , Wt#Wj, t, J= , , ••• , m, ·L#J. 
§ 1. Expressions for the polynomials of a system of type II for the expo-
nential function system were given by HERMITE in his famous paper "Sur la 
fonction exponentielle" [1], in which he proved the transcendence of the 
number e. Section 3 of the preceding chapter, where the analogous 
problem is treated for the binomial function system, was suggested by 
this work of Hermite. To enable the reader to compare both methods 
we shall reproduce here briefly the relevant part of Hermite's paper. 
Let !?1, !?2, ... ,em be m non-negative integers, (J= 2:::~1eP' and let 
w1, w2, .•• , wm be m different complex numbers. The polynomial F of 
degree a is defined by 
( 4.1.1) 
the function <P by 
Then we have 
and hence 
m 
F(u) = II (u-w"')e~-', 
~J-1 
a F<s) (u) 
<P(u, x) = 2 s+l . 
s~o X 
0 
_ e-xu <P(u x) = _ e-xu F(u) 
ou ' 
coi 
( 4.1.2} <P(wt, x)e-"'coi-<P(w1, x)e-=i= S e-xu F(u)du. 
From (4.1.1} it follows that 
) 
(F(u))u=co = (F'(u))u~co = ... = (F(e"'- 1 '(u))u=co = 0, 
"' "' "' 
m 
(F(Q"''(u))u~w"' = e"'! II (w"'- w.)Q· i= 0, 
•~1 
v=t= I" 
t-t=1,2, ... ,m. 
which implies that xa+1<P(w"', x) is a polynomial of degree a-e"',fl = 1, 2, .. . ,m. 
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Multiplication of (4.1.2) by x"Hecw,+w;>z yields 
"'i (4.1.3) xa+I@(wt, x)e"'i'"-x"+l@(wJ, x)e"'•'"=x"+le<"'•+w;>z J e-xu F(u)du . 
... 
If ii'j the right hand side of (4.1.3) can be expanded into a power series 
in x of order a+ 1. Hence the polynomials 
x"+l@(wl. x), x"+l@(w2, x), ... , x"+l@(wm, x) 
form a system of type II for the exponential function system and the 
point e=(el,e2, ... ,em). 
In 1892, PADE [5], p. 81 used this method of Hermite's to calculate 
the fractions and remainder functions of the Pade table of ex. For this 
purpose he took m=2, w1=l, w2=0. 
For m = 2 we get, after some calculations similar to those of Pade in 
his paper mentioned above, the following theorem 4.1.1. For another 
proof see the next section. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let eland e2 be two positive integers, W! and W2 two 
different complex numbers. Let (al(xfe), a2(xje)) be a polynomial system of 
type I for the function system (e"'•'", e"'•'") and the point e = (el, e2). Let 
r(xfe) denote the corresponding remainder function. Then 
al(xfe)= c 1F1(-e1+l; -e1-e2+2; (-w1+w2)x) 
~(x/e)=-c1F1(-e2+l; -e1-e2+2; (w1-w2)x) 
r(x/e)=c(wl-w2)!!•+!!.-l(-l)!!•-te"'•'" F(el) F(e2) x!!t+!!.-1 x 
F(e1 +e2 -1) F(e1 +e2) 
X 1F1(e1; e1 +e2; (w1-w2) x) 
where c is a complex number, ci'-0. 
The above theorem is a confluent form of theorem 3.2.1. If we replace 
in the latter w1 by - w1 u, w2 by - w2 u and x by x fu and let u -+ oo, we 
get theorem 4.1.1. 
§ 2. In a later paper of 1907, PADE [6] used an entirely different method 
to arrive at the fractions and remainder functions for ex. He considered 
exz 
the function f(z) = ( l) , and observed that: 
z!!• z+ !!a 
1) the residue a1(x) of f(z) in z=O is a polynomial of degree e1-l, 
2) the residue of f(z) in z= -1 can be written as ~(x)ex, where a2(x) is 
a polynomial of degree e2- 1' 
3) the residue of f(z) in z=oo is a power series in x of order e1+e2-l. 
Since the sum of the residues is zero we are thus led to the table of ex. 
~-\.pparently, Pade did not know that this method was already used by 
Hermite in 1893 to arrive at expressions for polynomials of type I, see [2]. 
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The same idea was used independently by MAHLER [3j, '4J \-·e 
reproduce here Mahler's method in a slightly different form. 
Let f!I, (?2, .•• ,em be m positive integers and let WI, W2, ... , Wm be m 
different complex numbers. Consider the function I defined by 
exz 
l(z)= ---
Clearly f can be written in the form 
(4.2.1) 
where f" is a function regular in z=w"; f"(w")=FO; further we have 
(4.2.2) 
Expanding I into a Laurent series about the point z = w", we see from 
(4.2.1) and (4.2.2) by calculating the coefficient of (z-w")-I: 
Res l(z)=e"'""'P"(x) 
z=wp, 
where p" is a polynomial of degree e"-1, J-l= 1, 2, ... , m. 
On the other hand, expanding l(z) into powers of x, we have 
Res f(z) = ao + aix + 
z=oo 
. zn 1 
With an = Res 1--~--z~oo n. m IT (z- wtt)q" 
1'~1 
One finds that 
The sum of the residues in z =WI, z = w2, ... , z = wm, z = oo is zero. 
Hence the polynomials PI, p2, ... , Pm form a system of type I for the 
exponential function system and the point e = (el, (?2, ..• , em). 
If we take m = 2, we have again theorem 4.1.1. Briefly the calculations 
are as follows. 
exz e"'<z-w,) 
Res = e"'"'' Res -,-------,---,------,,-
•-ro, (Z-WI)C!• (z- W2)e• z~w, (Z-WI)e' (z- W2)Q• 
= e"'"'' Res [{ 1 + x 1 + x2 1 + ... + xe, + ... } x 
z~w, (z- WI)Q• (Z-WI)e•-1 2! (Z-WI)e• 2 f!I! 
x n~o (wi-~2)es+n ( -ne2) (z- WI)"]. 
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S. (-e2)-( I)n T(e2+n) this yields 
mce n - - F(e2)T(n+ l)' 
eXZ 
Res .,----:-:--:----:-:-z~w. (z- WI)e• (z- w2)e• 
4.2.3) 
= e"'"'•( -l)e.-1 F(el +e2-l} l 1 x 
T(e1) F(e2) (w1-w2)e.+e. 
x 1FI(-e1+l; -e1-e2+2; (-w1+w2)x). 
Similarly, 
eXZ 
Res .,---:---:-----:--
•-"'• (Z-WI)Q• (Z-W2)e' 
( 4.2.4) 
=e"'"'•(-I)e.- 1 F(e1+e2-l) 1 x 
T(ei) T(e2) (w2- wl)Q.+Q,- 1 
x 1F1(-e2+l; -e1-e2+2; (w1-w2)x). 
The following calculation of the remainder function is somewhat 
shorter and simpler than Fade's proof, compare [6] p. 367, 368. 
Expanding exz, we get 
Expanding (l +az)-e• into powers of z: 
we see that 
Now theorem 4.1.1 follows from the fact that the sum of the residues in 
z=w1, z=w2 and z=oo is zero and from (4.2.3}, (4.2.4) and (4.2.5). 
17 Series A 
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(To be continued) 
